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Down the Rabbit Hole: Change, Curiosity and
Choice
You may remember that, in Alice in Wonderland, Alice’s journey
begins with an abrupt experience of groundlessness: As soon
as Alice steps into the rabbit hole, she starts falling—and she
falls and falls so far that she wonders if she will ever reach
bottom. 
Eventually that fall comes to an end, but the dramatic physical
changes that Alice goes on to experience are alarming to her.
She is now in very unfamiliar territory, and mentally and
emotionally, she reacts just as we might expect: by feeling
isolated, helpless and afraid; by succumbing to self-pity; and
by scouring her brain to figure out what could be happening: 
“How queer everything is to-day! . . . I wonder if I’ve been
changed in the night. . . . But if I’m not the same, the next
question is ‘Who in the world am I?’ Ah, that’s the great
puzzle!” 
Alice’s body is not the only thing playing tricks on her. At every
twist and turn, her assumptions about life are turned upside
down: the many beings she encounters behave very oddly, and
often they are rude to her, failing to appreciate her sensibilities
and insulting her intelligence. 
And yet, and yet, even after insult and injury, in the end, when
Alice’s great journey into the Unknown is characterized as a
dream, she describes it as a wonderful dream—a curious
dream, and a wonderful dream.

—
Alice would no doubt have had something to say about
Zen—she was not adept at holding her tongue—and sitting still
would likely have held little appeal. But just as we recognize
ourselves in her bewilderment in the midst of change, we can
appreciate that she has qualities we might find valuable in
practice.
Curiosity is her great strength.

March Sesshin Enrollment is
open for the five-day March
sesshin (Tuesday evening,
March 22, through Sunday,
March 27). If you can't come for
the full five days it's fine to
apply for the first three or the
last three days. Please use our
new online application at 
zencentersandiego.org/schedule
/sesshin.php. 
We’ve added online payment via
PayPal. So the center doesn’t
get charged for the transaction,
there will be a small
convenience fee. Those who do
not want to pay this fee can still
apply online and pay with a
check or cash.
Membership Dues Zen Center
members are now able to pay
dues with PayPal at
zencentersandiego.org/members
/dues.php. You may pay dues
monthly, quarterly,
semi-annually or annually.
Payments can also be scheduled
for automatic deduction from a
checking account or credit card.
There is a small transaction fee
for the service which has been
added to the payment (about
3%; for a monthly dues
payment of $30, the fee will be
$1). We encourage members to
pay their dues with PayPal to
help us streamline accounting
procedures at ZCSD.
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She also has courage—to rally and to persevere in the face of
fear and uncertainty. Invariably she chooses to step back onto
the path of open inquiry rather than staying caught in the web
of her perplexed thinking.
She has a generous heart. 
And with her intelligence, she learns. Haltingly, but she does
learn. She learns to adapt to change, even to find it less than
totally surprising. She learns—in her way—to encounter each
moment as it arises, however distressing, however absurd,
however resistant to naming conventions and rational
explanation.

—
“‘I suppose you don’t want to lose your name?’ asked the Gnat.
‘No, indeed,’ Alice said, a little anxiously.
‘And yet I don’t know,’ the Gnat went on in a careless tone:
‘only think how convenient it would be if you could manage to
go home without it!’”
We want to name things, don’t we? Sensations, experiences
that don’t respond neatly to description, that persist beyond
the reach of our tidy minds—they tend to scare us. Fear starts
up, and the mind says, “This can’t be right. This is not who I
am; it doesn’t feel like me.” But impermanence guarantees that
we are forever encountering unfamiliar phenomena. 
So the question is, can we truly bring curiosity to our practice?
Not Alice’s brand of curiosity, of course, with her love of
speculation and assessment; and not the curiosity of a
busybody or an overzealous tourist. Curiosity in practice is
much subtler. It’s quiet. We don’t barge in. 
If on waking you have tried to retrieve the substance of a
night-time dream that was almost out of reach, you know it
takes a delicate balance—too much curiosity and the dream
slips into oblivion; too little and the result is much the same. It
takes a middle way between being interested and being quietly
observant, receptive to the texture of the experience while
holding the space for what’s there to emerge. 
In meditation, there is a similar balance, a curiosity of mind
and heart—a spirit of inquiry that invites and allows us to
engage with our experience, even when it is uncomfortable. 
To open to the place that scares us—can we do it? Fear is afraid
to feel because it thinks it knows, but avoiding fear by skidding
into thought is no solution. We not only miss the experience of
fear, but we miss the mockingbird singing in the jacaranda
tree. If the place that’s calling us is on the other side of fear,

Sesshin Application
Click here to see this
newsletter online.

The White
Rabbit says forever
can be just one
second. And in that
second—in the
moment—there is
choice. 
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we feel the fear. We cop to impatience and pride. And we give
the tangled mess some space and some light and some careful
curious attention. And if we do that, with precision and heart,
we may find we’ve moved closer to sitting fully in the
unfamiliar place we wanted to push away.
For some, describing the place as having a color or shape is a
helpful approach. We just want to be aware that one foot is still
in the thinking world, and there is a step beyond that, a step
into pure experience where we go home without our name. It’s
a small act of courage, and for what? For a moment without
judgment: for peace, and even for wonder.

—
No, it’s not always easy, but it’s not always difficult either. The
White Rabbit says forever can be just one second. And in that
second—in the moment—there is choice. 

—
Recently I dreamed that I was entrusted with a valuable object,
and my job was to look after it until it was presented to
someone important. I placed the item carefully where I thought
it would be safe, but as the presentation approached, I forgot
where I’d put it. I was running out of places to look and getting
anxious. Then, in the midst of my search, I stopped suddenly
and asked myself, “Is this real, or is it a dream? 
Because if it’s a dream, I don’t need to worry—I don’t need to
do this.” And recognizing that indeed this was a dream, I
relaxed—and woke up.
That moment of awakening—“Is this a dream?”—popped me
right out of anxiety. 
And we can learn to do this, at least sometimes, in our
practice. When we get balled up in our latest fabricated
problem, we can ask, “Is this optional?” or remember the
phrase “Not happening now,” or call ourselves home by saying,
“Just this!”—and if our attention is crisp, we can pop that
emotion-thought balloon and return to present-moment
awareness. Sometimes it can be that simple. 
If we can live the practice life, learning to be curious and gentle
as we stumble through our self-centered dream, perhaps we
can sense a connectedness that goes far beyond our peculiar
concerns, and if we’re persistent and have courage and do our
best to learn, perhaps we can see that the wonder of life
threads through everybody and everything.
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By Kate Watson
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